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Abstract

This thesis presents an instruction set extension to support transactional memory. Program-
mers can use these instructions to write lock-free applications. This thesis also presents a
simulation framework that allows a programmer to write, compile, and simulate programs
using the new transactional instructions. Benchmarks using transactional instructions and
conventional lock schemes are run on the simulation framework, and the resulting perfor-
mance numbers are compared.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

When writing parallel applications, programmers need to manage shared data structures to ensure program correctness. Sections of code that access shared data structures, called critical sections, must often be made mutually exclusive. When one process is accessing a shared data structure, no other process is allowed access to it.

Using locks around critical sections is one of the mechanisms used to provide mutual exclusion. Locks are typically implemented with hardware instructions to guarantee that only one process can atomically obtain and hold it. Before entering a critical section, a process acquires the lock. After executing its critical section, the process releases the lock. All other processes wait for the lock until the process releases it.

Processes that use locks suffer from many ill effects. Deadlock occurs when a process cannot progress because it is waiting on a lock that will never be released. This may happen when multiple processes attempt to acquire a set of locks in different orders, a process fails to release a lock after completing its critical section, or a process dies while holding a lock. Convoying arises when a process holding a lock is descheduled, preventing other processes that are capable of running from progressing. Priority inversion arises when a medium-priority process preempts a low-priority process holding a lock needed by a high-priority process. The high-priority process is forced to wait indefinitely for the lock to be released by the low-priority process. In addition, locking is sometimes overly conservative and can
reduce parallelism. Multiple processes may read or write different fields of a shared data structure that can only be determined at runtime.

Herlihy and Moss introduced transactional memory to support lock-free synchronization [2, 3]. In transactional memory, programmers can write critical sections as transactions using primitive transactional instructions. Unlike using locks, multiple processes can be executing their critical sections concurrently. At the end of its critical section, a process attempts to commit the effects of its transaction. If successful, the results of its transaction are made visible to other processes. A process that unsuccessfully commits must discard its changes and retry its transaction.

1.2 Thesis Contributions

This thesis presents an instruction set architecture extension and simulation framework for transactional memory. The instruction set is similar to the one proposed by Herlihy and Moss, but we provide two additional features. First, our transactional instructions allow a process to have more than one active transaction. Secondly, we provide instructions allowing a programmer to explicitly manage a transaction’s data set. We also present a simulation framework for transactional memory. Programmers can write and compile applications using our transactional instructions and test their functionality using our simulator. Finally, we use our simulation environment to compare the performance of benchmarks using our transactional instructions to conventional locking schemes.

1.3 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 describes related work. In Chapter 3, we present our instruction set architecture extension. Chapter 4 describes our simulation environment and the results of our experiments. Chapter 5 concludes this thesis.
Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Transactional Memory

Transactional memory by Herlihy and Moss was the initial proposal to provide hardware support for lock-free data structures. Programmers are provided with special memory instructions to implement transactions. Instead of using locks, critical sections are written as transactions using these instructions. While multiple processes may execute the same transaction, only one process is allowed to commit its changes. Other processes that do not successfully commit must discard its changes and retry its transaction.

Transactional memory can be implemented by adding a separate fully-associative transactional cache and by extending the ownership-based cache coherence protocol of a multiprocessor system. Data that is read or written using transactional instructions is placed into the transactional cache. The transactional cache uses the cache coherence protocol to monitor to reads and writes of other processors. If the transactional cache detects a conflicting read or write by another processor, the transaction is aborted. The limitations of this scheme is that a processor may only have one active transaction and the size of a transaction is limited by the size of the transactional cache.
2.2 Existing Instruction Set Architectures

Hardware instructions for transactions is a generalization of the load-linked and store-conditional instructions in the Alpha [1], MIPS [6, 7], and PowerPC [9] instruction sets. Load-linked and store-conditional instructions can implement atomic read-modify-write operations, but only on a single word. The Intel IA-32 instruction set provides exchange, exchange-and-add, and compare-and-exchange instructions [4]. The SPARC architecture provides the hardware primitives swap, compare-and-swap, and load-store unsigned byte for mutual exclusion [12]. The M68000 family instruction set has test-and-set and compare-and-swap instructions [8]. One of the compare-and-swap instructions performs an atomic operation involving two sets of independent locations.

2.3 Other Related Work

Rajwar and Goodman have proposed Speculative Lock Elision (SLE) [10] and Transactional Lock Removal (TRL) [11]. SLE is a microarchitectural technique that allows multiple processes to execute critical sections protected by the same lock. The processor speculates on which instructions are synchronization instructions and executes the critical section without acquiring or releasing the lock. On misspeculations, the process is retried a finite number of times before actually acquiring the lock. Building on SLE, TRL is a technique to preserve lock-free execution in the presence of conflicts. TRL uses timestamps to order conflicting processes and avoid deadlocks.
Chapter 3

Transactional Memory

3.1 Definitions

We use the same definition of a transaction as Herlihy and Moss. A transaction is a sequence of instructions executed by a single process that satisfies the properties of serializability and atomicity. Serializability requires that the results of concurrent transactions appear as if the transactions were executed serially. The observed order of committed transactions must be the same for all processes. Atomicity requires that the observability of all reads and writes of a transactions appear atomically or not at all to other processes. When a transaction commits, all its changes are made visible atomically. If a transaction aborts, it appears to not have executed at all.

A transaction’s read set is defined to be the set of all memory locations read from by the transaction. A transaction’s write set is defined to be the set of all memory locations that are written to by the transaction. A transaction’s data set is defined to be the union of the read and write sets.

3.2 Transactional Memory Instructions

This section describes the semantics of the instruction set additions listed in Table 3.1 to support transactional memory.

All transactional memory instructions take as one of its inputs a \texttt{tag}. The \texttt{tag} is a
memory location that acts as a transaction identifier. Variables in a transaction’s data set
are tagged with the tag. The value of the tag holds the status of a transaction and can
have one of four possible values: None, Active, Committed, or Aborted.

### 3.2.1 Begin Transaction

Format: \( \text{status} = \text{BEGINT}(\text{tag}) \)

\( \text{BEGINT} \) attempts to start a new transactions with identifier \( \text{tag} \). If successful, the
value of the \( \text{tag} \) is set to \text{Active} and \text{true} is returned. Otherwise, the value of the \( \text{tag} \)
is not changed and \text{false} is returned.

### 3.2.2 Commit Transaction

Format: \( \text{status} = \text{COMMIT}(\text{tag}) \)

\( \text{COMMIT} \) attempts to make the tentative changes of the transaction with identifier \( \text{tag} \)
permanent. A transaction can commit only if the value of the \( \text{tag} \) is \text{Active}. If \( \text{COMMIT} \)
succeeds, all of the transaction’s changes become globally visible to other processes. The
\( \text{tag} \) value is set to \text{Committed} and \text{true} is returned. If \( \text{COMMIT} \) fails, all of the trans-
action’s changes are discarded and \text{false} is returned.

### 3.2.3 Load Transactional

Format: \( r = \text{LT}(\text{addr, tag}) \)
LT returns the value at memory location \texttt{addr} if \texttt{addr} is in the data set of transaction with identifier \texttt{tag} and the value of \texttt{tag} is \texttt{Active}. Otherwise, the return value is undefined.

### 3.2.4 Release

Format: \texttt{status = RELEASE(addr, tag)}

\texttt{RELEASE} removes the memory location \texttt{addr} from the data set of the transaction with identifier \texttt{tag}. Returns true if successful and false otherwise.

### 3.2.5 Reserve

Format: \texttt{status = RESERVE(addr, tag)}

\texttt{RESERVE} adds the memory location \texttt{addr} to the data set of the transaction with identifier \texttt{tag} if the value of \texttt{tag} is \texttt{Active}. If \texttt{addr} is in the data set of another transaction with identifier \texttt{tag}', then the transaction with identifier \texttt{tag}' is aborted and \texttt{tag}' is set to Aborted. Any uncommitted change to memory location \texttt{addr} by the transaction with identifier \texttt{tag}' is discarded. \texttt{RESERVE} returns true if successful and false otherwise.

### 3.2.6 Reserve Conditional

Format: \texttt{status = RESERVEC(addr, tag)}

\texttt{RESERVEC} adds the memory location \texttt{addr} to the data set of the transaction with identifier \texttt{tag} if the value of \texttt{tag} is \texttt{Active} and if \texttt{addr} is not in the data set of another transaction. \texttt{RESERVEC} returns true if successful and false otherwise.

### 3.2.7 Store Transactional

Format: \texttt{ST(addr, value, tag)}

\texttt{ST} writes \texttt{value} into memory location \texttt{addr} if \texttt{addr} is in the data set of transaction with identifier \texttt{tag} and the value of \texttt{tag} is \texttt{Active}. Otherwise, \texttt{ST} performs no operation.
3.2.8 Validate

Format: \( \text{status} = \text{VALIDATE}(\text{tag}) \)

\text{VALIDATE} checks to the status of the transaction with identifier \text{tag}. \text{VALIDATE} returns \text{true} if the transaction is \text{Active} and \text{false} otherwise.

3.3 Regular Memory Instructions

In addition to transactional memory instructions, regular memory instructions are also supported. However, regular memory instruction must check for conflicts with the data sets of active transactions. If a conflict arises, a transaction may need to be aborted. We can view regular memory instructions as transactions that always commit and abort conflicting transactions.

3.3.1 Load

Format: \( r = \text{LOAD}(\text{addr}) \)

\text{LOAD} returns the value at memory location \text{addr}. If \text{addr} is in the write set of a transaction, the conflicting transaction is aborted and \text{LOAD} returns the value at \text{addr} before any changes were made to it by the transaction.

3.3.2 Store

Format: \( \text{STORE}(\text{addr}, \text{value}) \)

\text{STORE} writes \text{value} into memory location \text{addr}. If \text{addr} is the data set of a transaction, the conflicting transaction is aborted.

3.4 Intended Use

A programmer can implement a transaction by writing code in the following way:

1. Use \text{BEGIN T} to signify the beginning of a transaction.
2. Use \texttt{RESERVE} or \texttt{RESERVEC} to reserve memory locations to be read and written by the transaction.

3. Use \texttt{LT} and \texttt{ST} to read and modify memory locations.

4. Use \texttt{COMMIT} to make the transaction’s changes permanent.

5. Use \texttt{RELEASE} to unreserve memory locations of the transaction.

6. If \texttt{COMMIT} fails, then the process should return to Step 1 to retry the transaction.

A process can detect a transaction’s failure earlier than the \texttt{COMMIT} instruction by using \texttt{VALIDATE} or by checking the return values of \texttt{BEGIN}, \texttt{RESERVE}, and \texttt{RESERVEC}.

\section{3.5 Hardware Implementation Issues}

Hardware additions are necessary to support our instruction additions. Since any data may be involved in a transaction, we propose two additions to each cache line, a transaction valid bit and transaction tag field. The transaction valid bit indicates whether the cache line is involved in a transaction. If this bit is set, the transaction tag field contains the physical address of the transaction tag. A transaction is atomically committed or invalidated by setting the transaction tag. Any memory references to a cache line with the transaction valid bit set must also check the value of the transaction tag.

We also must have additional storage for uncommitted values. To support small sized transactions, we can use a transaction cache similar to Herlihy and Moss. However, some other schemes are necessary to support scalable hardware transactions.

For the remainder of this thesis, we do not take into account the hardware needed to support our transactional instructions.
Chapter 4

Simulations

4.1 Simics

To evaluate our transactional memory instructions we used Simics [5], a full system simulation platform developed by Virtutech. More specifically, we used simics-1.6.4 with the Linux/x86 host platform and x86 target architecture.

We created a Simics transactional-memory module to simulate transactional memory instructions. This module utilizes the Simics magic instruction to interface with a simulated program. For the x86 target architecture, the Simics magic instruction is xchg %bx, %bx. This instruction is equivalent to a nop and has no effect on the simulated program behavior. When this magic instruction is encountered in the simulated program, a CoreMagicInstruction event is generated. The transactional-memory module registers a callback function to this event, such that whenever a simulated program executes xchg %bx, %bx, the transactional-memory module is invoked. Within the transactional-memory module, we can read and modify registers and memory locations of the simulated program by using the provided Simics API.

By leveraging this magic instruction, we created a simple protocol using the x86 registers to write programs using transactional memory and have Simics recognize when to simulate a transactional memory instruction. To indicate a transactional memory instruction, the simulated program writes values into x86 registers and then calls the magic instruction. When the Simics module is invoked, it reads the values from the registers and
int LT(addr, tag) {
    int result;
    movl OP_LT, %eax;
    movl &result, %ebx;
    movl addr, %ecx;
    movl tag, %edx;
    xchg %bx, %bx;
    return result;
}

void ST(addr, value, tag) {
    movl OP_ST, %eax;
    movl addr, %ebx;
    movl addr, %ebx;
    movl value, %ecx;
    movl tag, %edx;
    xchg %bx, %bx;
}

Figure 4-1: Pseudocode of LT and ST macros.

uses them to simulate the desired transactional memory instruction. In our protocol, the
simulated program writes the transactional memory operation into %eax, the destination
address into %ebx, the source address into %ecx, and the tag address into %edx. We en-
capsulate assembly instructions using this protocol into transactional memory macros that
can be easily used in a program. Figure 4-1 shows pseudocode for the LT and ST macros.
The full source for the transactional memory macros can be found in Section A.1 of the
Appendix.

In addition to emulating transactional memory instructions, the transactional-memory
module also monitors all regular read and write operations by the simulated program to
check for possible conflicts with active transactions.

Simics is not a cycle-accurate simulator, and we do not model caches or memory la-
tency. According to Simics, each instruction takes exactly one cycle. For multiprocessor
simulations, each processor is simulated for 1000 cycles at a time. The overhead of a trans-
actional memory instruction is three or four x86 integer instructions in addition to memory
spills caused by the clobbering of register values. To measure performance in our simula-
void lock(lock_t *l) {
    int val = LOCKED;
    do {
        xchg val, *l;
    } while (val != UNLOCKED);
}

void unlock(lock_t *l) {
    *l = UNLOCKED;
}

Figure 4-2: Pseudocode of spin lock implementation.

4.2 Benchmarks

This section describes the two benchmarks used for simulations, the counter benchmark and the producer-consumer benchmark. There are four versions of each benchmark, each with a different synchronization scheme: spin lock, yield lock, transactional memory, and transactional memory with user-level exponential backoff. In a spin lock, a process repeatedly attempts an atomic exchange operation until it successfully acquires the lock. In a yield lock, a process attempts to acquire the lock through an atomic exchange but yields the processor if it is unsuccessful.

The benchmarks are written in C and compiled to x86 binaries using gcc 2.96 without any optimization. Shared memory regions are implemented using the Unix system call shmget. Locks are implemented using the x86 atomic exchange instruction xchg (Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3). Transaction memory instructions are implemented with x86 assembly macros and simulated with Simics as described in Section 4.1.

The complete source code of the benchmarks is listed in Section A.3 of the Appendix.
void lock(lock_t *l) {
    val = LOCKED;
    while (TRUE) {
        xchg val, *l;
        if (val != UNLOCKED)
            yield();
        else
            break;
    }
}

void unlock(lock_t *l) {
    *lock = UNLOCKED;
}

Figure 4-3: Pseudocode of yield lock implementation.

4.2.1 Counter Benchmark

In the counter benchmark, $p$ different processes increment a shared counter a total of $n$ times. Each process increments the shared counter $n/p$ times. Figure 4-4, Figure 4-5, and Figure 4-6 show pseudocode for the different versions of the counter benchmark.

shared int *counter;
shared lock_t *l;

while (success < work) {
    lock(l);
    counter++;
    unlock(l);
}

Figure 4-4: Pseudocode of counting benchmark using lock.
shared int *counter;
tag_t tag;

while (success < work) {
    BEGIN(&tag);
    RESERVE(counter, &tag);
    ST(counter, LT(counter,&tag)+1, &tag);
    if (COMMIT(&tag)) {
        success++;
    }
    RELEASE(counter, &tag);
}

Figure 4-5: Pseudocode of counting benchmark using transactional memory.

shared int *counter;
tag_t tag;

while (success < work) {
    BEGIN(&tag);
    RESERVE(counter, &tag);
    ST(counter, LT(counter,&tag)+1, &tag);
    status = COMMIT(&tag);
    RELEASE(counter, &tag);
    if (status) {
        success++;
        backoff = BACKOFF_MIN;
    } else {
        wait = random() % (0x1 << backoff);
        while(wait--);
    }
}

Figure 4-6: Pseudocode of counting benchmark using transactional memory with exponential backoff.
typedef struct {
    int deqs;
    int enqs;
    int items[QUEUE_SIZE];
} queue_t;

shared queue_t *q;
shared lock_t *l;

int queue_deq(queue_t *q) {
    done = FALSE;
    while (TRUE) {
        lock(1);
        if (q->enqs != q->deqs) {
            result = q->items[q->deqs % QUEUE_SIZE];
            q->deqs++;
            done = TRUE;
        }
        unlock(1);
        if (done) break;
    }
    return result;
}

Figure 4-7: Pseudocode of consumer part of producer-consumer benchmark using lock.
shared queue_t *q;
tag_t tag;

int queue_deq(queue_t *q) {
    while (TRUE) {
        done = FALSE;
        backoff = BACKOFF_MIN;
        BEGIN(&tag);
        RESERVE(&(q->enqs), &tag);
        RESERVE(&(q->deqs), &tag);
        tail = LT(&(q->enqs), &tag);
        head = LT(&(q->deqs), &tag);

        if (head != tail) {
            result = LT(&(q->items[head%QUEUE_SIZE]), &tag);
            ST(&(q->deqs), head+1, &tag);
            done = TRUE;
        }

        status = COMMIT(&tag);
        RELEASE(&(q->enqs), &tag);
        RELEASE(&(q->deqs), &tag);

        if (status && done) break;

        wait = random() % (0x1 << backoff);
        while(wait--);
    }
    return result;
}
4.2.2 Producer-Consumer Benchmark

In the producer-consumer benchmark, \( p \) different processes perform \( n \) operations on a shared bounded FIFO buffer. \( p/2 \) processes produce items while \( p/2 \) processes consume the produced items. A total of \( n/2 \) items are produced and consumed. Each process produces or consumes \( n/p \) items. Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 show pseudocode for different versions of the producer-consumer benchmark.

4.3 Results

We ran our benchmarks on three different Simics virtual machines, each having a different number of processors. The first subsection reports the results from a single processor machine, the second subsection shows benchmarks results from a dual processor machine, and the third subsection shows results from an eight processor machine. The configurations for the single processor and dual processor virtual machines were chosen to closely match real machines in our laboratory.

For the counter benchmark, the number of operations \( n \) was set to \( 2^{20} \) and the number of processes \( p \) was varied from 1 to 32. For the producer-consumer benchmark, the number of operations \( n \) was set to \( 2^{14} \) and the number of processes \( p \) was varied from 2 to 32 in increments of two. \texttt{QUEUE\_SIZE} was set to 1024. For the exponential backoff version of both benchmarks, \texttt{BACKOFF\_MIN} was initialized to \texttt{0x2}.

Each counter benchmark result is composed of an average of the data from four runs. Each producer-consumer benchmark result is composed of data from a single run.

4.3.1 Single Processor Machine

Our single processor virtual machine was created using the Enterprise configuration with the \texttt{x86-p3} processor model and the \texttt{hippie3-rh62.craff} disk dump. Table 4.1 shows the summary of this virtual machine.

Figure 4-9 shows the results of the counter benchmark on the single processor machine. Each version the benchmark, except for the spin lock version, takes a consistent amount of
Figure 4-9: Results of counter benchmark from Simics single processor machine.
Figure 4-10: Results of producer-consumer benchmark from Simics single processor machine.
user time for all number of processes. The spin lock version, however, has a big variance in user time, ranging from 0.08 seconds to 0.4 seconds. These variations in user time of the spin lock version are a result of convoying. The process is descheduled while holding the lock and leaves the next active processes to spend their entire time quantum unsuccessfully attempting to acquire the lock. This behavior directly results in the variance seen in the total time graph for the spin lock version. In all the other versions, a sleeping process cannot impede the progress of the active process. Each version of the counter benchmark has nearly zero system time. On average, both transactional memory versions perform approximately 0.8% better than the spin lock version and 4.1% worse than the yield lock version.

Figure 4-10 shows the results of the producer-consumer benchmark on the single processor machine. We see that locks perform much worse than transactional memory. The majority of the total time for the spin lock is user time while the majority of the total time for the yield lock is system time. The queue size limits the progress of the benchmark because the active process does not yield the processor and release the lock if it cannot produce or consume. For the lock versions, the benchmark can only progress if the active process is a producer holding the lock with a queue that is not full or a consumer holding the lock with the queue that is not empty. In the spin lock case, the active process often wastes its entire time quantum spin-waiting for the lock or, if it does hold the lock, waiting for space in the queue to produce or an item in the queue to consume. In the yield lock case, even if the active process can produce or consume, it must yield the processor if it does not hold the lock. Often, the process holding the yield lock is a producer with a full queue or a consumer with an empty queue. In a single processor system, the producers and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of processors</th>
<th>Simics configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor model</td>
<td>x86-p3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock speed</td>
<td>600 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>512 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating system</td>
<td>Red Hat Linux 7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux kernel</td>
<td>2.4.18-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Parameters for Simics single processor virtual machine.
Simics configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of processors</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor model</td>
<td>x86-p3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock speed</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>256 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating system</td>
<td>Red Hat Linux 7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux kernel</td>
<td>2.4.18-3smp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Parameters for Simics dual processor virtual machine.

consumers cannot run simultaneously, and the queue is often either full or empty. Transactional memory performs better because it does not need to acquire the lock. The benchmark can proceed if the active process is a producer with a queue that is not empty or a consumer with an item in the queue. On average, the transactional memory version performs 79% better than the spin lock version and 52% better than the yield lock version. The transactional memory with backoff version performs 72% better than the spin lock version and 44% better than the yield lock version.

4.3.2 Dual Processor Machine

We configured a dual processor virtual machine using the Enterprise configuration along with the x86-p3 processor model and the enterprise3-rh73.craff disk dump. Table 4.2 summarizes this machine.

Figure 4-11 shows the results of the counter benchmark from the dual processor virtual machine. The results are similar to results from the single process machine with two exceptions. First, the variance of the user time for the spin lock version is greater, and secondly, the yield lock version spends more system time than all the other versions. In the spin lock version, with two processors, the cost of having a lock being held by an inactive process is greater than in the single processor case since two processors are spin-waiting. In the yield lock version, one process is always yielding because only one of the two active processes can obtain the lock, causing system time to be spent for context-switching. On average, the transactional memory version performs 2.3% better than the spin lock version and 2.3% worse than the yield lock version. The transactional memory with backoff ver-
Figure 4-11: Results of counter benchmark from Simics dual processor machine.
Table 4.3: Parameters for Simics eight processor virtual machine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of processors</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor model</td>
<td>x86-p3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock speed</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>2048 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating system</td>
<td>Red Hat Linux 7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux kernel</td>
<td>2.4.18-3smp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.3 Eight Processor Machine

The eight processor machine has a similar configuration to the dual processor machine in the previous subsection except for having eight processors, instead of two, and more main memory (Table 4.3).

Figure 4-13 shows the results of the counter benchmark on the eight processor virtual machine. The user time for the spin lock version is greater than the single and dual processor versions performs 1.9% better than the spin lock version and 2.7% worse than the yield lock version.

Figure 4-12 shows the results of the producer-consumer benchmark on the dual processor virtual machine. Compared to the single processor results, the lock versions perform much better. With two processors, a producer process and consumer process can be active simultaneously, and the queue is neither full nor empty most of the time. On the single processor machine, an active process often could not proceed because the queue was empty or full. In the spin lock case, we can see that convoying occasionally happens, resulting in high user times in a few cases. Transactional memory with backoff performs worse than without backoff when the number of processes is less than 18. Since the only difference is exponential backoff, we conclude that conflicts occur when the number of processes is low, and the overhead of exponential backoff is high. On average, transactional memory performs 25% better than the spin lock and 4.8% worse than the yield lock. Transactional memory with backoff performs 3.7% worse than the spin lock and 47% worse than the yield lock.
Figure 4-12: Results of producer-consumer benchmark from Simics dual processor machine.
Figure 4-13: Results of counter benchmark from Simics eight processor machine.
sor case. The user time for the spin lock is much greater than the other versions because at least seven processes are spin-waiting for the lock. The system time for the yield lock is much greater than all the other versions because at least seven processes are yielding its processor. On average, transactional memory performs 0.5% better than the spin lock and 3.6% worse than the yield lock. Transactional memory with backoff performs 0.1% better than the spin lock and 4.4% worse than the yield lock.

Figure 4-14 shows the results of the producer-consumer benchmark on the eight processor virtual machine. The high user time for the spin lock shows that the majority of processes are spin-waiting. The high user time for transactional memory with backoff shows that there are a high number of conflicts. On average, transactional memory performs 5.3% better than the spin lock and 2.0% better than the yield lock. Transactional memory with backoff performs 33% worse than the spin lock and 36% worse than the yield lock.

4.4 Benchmark Overhead

We removed the main code sections from all versions of both benchmarks. The remaining code for each benchmark is code common to all versions, such as shared memory initialization and barrier synchronization ensuring all processes start at the same time. We ran the resulting code on the different Simics virtual machines to measure the benchmark overhead.

Figure 4-15, Figure 4-16, Figure 4-17, Figure 4-18, Figure 4-19, and Figure 4-20 show the results. All the graphs are nearly identical. For one process, there is almost no overhead. As the number of processes increases, the overhead quickly rises to a steady amount. In each case, the steady overhead is approximately 2.0 seconds with a small linear growth as the number of processes increase. User and system time comprise little of the overhead.

The observed overhead is a result of the way the benchmarks are written. The first thing occurring in both benchmarks is initialization of the shared data structures. Afterward, a process waits and sleeps until all other processes have finished initialization before beginning the actual benchmarking section. Thus, a benchmark consisting of one process has almost zero overhead because it does not need to wait for any other processes.
Figure 4-14: Results of producer-consumer benchmark from Simics eight processor machine.
Figure 4-15: Counter benchmark overhead on Simics single processor machine.
Figure 4-16: Producer-consumer benchmark overhead on Simics single processor machine.
Figure 4-17: Counter benchmark overhead on Simics dual processor machine.
Figure 4-18: Producer-consumer benchmark overhead on Simics dual processor machine.
Figure 4-19: Counter benchmark overhead on Simics eight processor machine.
Figure 4-20: Producer-consumer benchmark overhead on Simics eight processor machine.
4.5 Comparison of Critical Section and Transaction with Equal Number of Instructions

The simulation of the transactional instructions makes the transaction longer than it will be on a real machine. Therefore, the total running times of transactional memory would be lower if there was no overhead in simulating transactional instructions. In this section, we show the results of an experiment where we compared the results of a benchmark using different synchronization schemes but having the identical number of instructions in its critical section or transaction.

Using `objdump`, we disassembled the yield lock and transactional memory versions of the counter benchmarks. We counted the number of x86 instructions required to increment the counter by one. For the yield lock, successfully acquiring the lock on the first attempt takes 14 assembly instructions. The critical section of incrementing the lock is 15 instructions and releasing the lock takes 6 instructions. The total number of x86 assembly instructions is 35. For transactional memory, a transaction that successfully increments the counter by one takes 62 x86 assembly instructions. A single transaction in the counter benchmark uses six transactional memory instructions. However, simulating those six instructions takes 28 x86 assembly instructions. Extra memory instructions are also added due to register spills. We added 27 `nop` instructions to the critical section of the yield lock version of the benchmark to equalize the number instruction it takes to increment the counter by one. We simulated this modified version of the benchmark and compared the results to the transactional memory version from Section 4.3.

Figure 4-21, Figure 4-22, and Figure 4-23 show the results. The only result adding extra `nop` instructions had was increasing the total times of the yield lock benchmark. The shape of the graphs remained the same. The yield lock is no longer better than transactional memory. In the single processor case, transactional memory performs 0.1% worse than the yield lock. In the dual processor case, transactional memory performs 1.4% better than the yield lock, and in the eight processor case, transactional memory performs 2.7% better than the yield lock. The graphs show that as the number of processors increase, the advantage of transactional memory over the yield lock also increases.
Figure 4-21: Results of counter benchmark with additional nop instructions using yield lock and counter benchmark using transactional memory from Simics single processor machine.
Figure 4.22: Results of counter benchmark with additional nop instructions using yield lock and counter benchmark using transactional memory from Simics dual processor machine.
Figure 4-23: Results of counter benchmark with additional *nop* instructions using yield lock and counter benchmark using transactional memory from Simics eight processor machine.
Table 4.4: Configuration comparison between Simics single processor virtual machine and storm.lcs.mit.edu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simics virtual machine</th>
<th>storm.lcs.mit.edu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of processors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor model</td>
<td>x86-p3</td>
<td>AMD Athlon K7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock speed</td>
<td>600 MHz</td>
<td>600 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>512 MB</td>
<td>512 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating system</td>
<td>Red Hat Linux 7.3</td>
<td>Red Hat Linux 7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux kernel</td>
<td>2.4.18-3</td>
<td>2.4.7-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 Simics Experimental Error

Since Simics is not a cycle-accurate simulator, we ran the spin lock and yield lock versions of our benchmarks on actual machines to obtain an estimate of experimental error. In this section, we present the results of our Simics accuracy experiments for the single processor and dual processor virtual machine.

The graphs of experimental runs from Simics machines are taken from Section 4.3. For data from runs on actual machines, each counter benchmark graph is created from the average of 100 runs and each producer-consumer graph is created from the average of 20 runs. In addition, we ran and plotted the results of the benchmarks for up to 64 processes. We present results in both average difference and average absolute difference, using the graphs from actual machines as the references.

4.6.1 Single Processor Machines Comparison

We used storm.lcs.mit.edu as our reference single processor machine (Table 4.4). simics-1.6.4 does not have a processor model for the AMD Athlon K7 so we use the processor model for the Intel Pentium III instead.

Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25 shows the results for the counter benchmark. In both cases, the slope of the system time graph is much greater in the results from storm. The total time given by the Simics machine, however, closely matches the results of storm. For the spin lock, the average difference is 1.9% and the average absolute difference is 6.0%. For the yield lock, the average difference is -2.3% and the average absolute difference is also...
Figure 4-24: Comparison of results of counter benchmark using spin lock from Simics single processor machine and storm.lcs.mit.edu.
Figure 4-25: Comparison of results of counter benchmark using yield lock from Simics single processor machine and storm.lcs.mit.edu.
Figure 4-26: Comparison of results of producer-consumer benchmark using spin lock from Simics single processor machine and storm.lcs.mit.edu.
Figure 4-27: Comparison of results of producer-consumer benchmark using yield lock from Simics single processor machine and storm.lcs.mit.edu.
Table 4.5: Configuration comparison between Simics dual processor virtual machine and dosx.lcs.mit.edu.

2.3%.

Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25 show the results for the producer-consumer benchmark. For the spin lock, the average difference is 43% and the average absolute difference is 74%. For the yield lock, the average difference is -25% and the average absolute difference is 61%.

4.6.2 Dual Processor Machine Comparison

We used dosx.lcs.mit.edu as our reference dual processor machine (Table 4.4). dosx has two identical Pentium III processors, each operating at 500 MHz.

Figure 4-28 shows the results of the counter benchmark using a spin lock. The Simics machine shows a constant user time and system time across all number of processes. Results from dosx show that as the number of processes increases, both user time and system time increase linearly. For the total time, the Simics machine has a constant time starting from three processes whereas the real machine shows a linear increase in total time as the number of processes increases. Comparing the two total time graphs, the average difference is -49% and the average absolute difference is 52%.

Figure 4-29 shows the results of the counter benchmark using a yield lock. For system time, the results from dosx show a faster increase in comparison to the results from Simics. The graphs of total time from both machines are similar except that dosx consistently has a greater total time than Simics. The average difference is -6.3% and the average absolute difference is also 6.3%.

Figure 4-30 shows the results of the producer-consumer benchmark using a spin lock.
Figure 4-28: Comparison of results of counter benchmark using spin lock from Simics dual processor machine and dosx.lcs.mit.edu.
Figure 4-29: Comparison of results of counter benchmark using yield lock from Simics dual processor machine and dosx.lcs.mit.edu.
Figure 4-30: Comparison of results of producer-consumer benchmark using spin lock from Simics dual processor machine and dosx.lcs.mit.edu.
Figure 4-31: Comparison of results of producer-consumer benchmark using yield lock from Simics dual processor machine and dosx.lcs.mit.edu.
For some number of cases, the Simics machine gives a much greater user time and total time than dosx. The average difference is 58% and the average absolute difference is 77%.

Figure 4-31 shows the results of the producer-consumer benchmark using a yield lock. The two total time graphs are similar. The average difference is 5.0% and the average absolute difference is 8.0%.

4.7 Discussion

Additional experiments show that the percentage difference of results from our simulation framework and from real machines is greater than the percentage improvement of transactional memory over yield locks when the size of a transaction and critical section are equal. Therefore, our simulation framework is not accurate enough to distinguish the performance of those two synchronization schemes. Our simulation framework is useful to test the functionality of programs written with transactional instructions and to provide a rough estimate of their performance. However, we cannot reliably conclude that transactional memory is better than yield locks.

The initial results showed that adding exponential backoff to transactional memory decreased performance because the additional overhead was high. To calculate the amount for backoff, we used the random function, which requires many instructions. Benchmarks using spin locks showed that convoying is often a problem. A process is often descheduled while holding the lock, preventing any active process from progressing.

When the size of the critical section and the size of the transaction are equal, our results show that transactional memory performs better than yield locks. The advantage of transactional memory over yield locks increases as the number of processors increase. For a program using yield locks in a multiprocessor system, only the process holding the lock progress. All other active processes are yielding. In transactional memory, all processes can progress as long as they do not conflict. In summary, our results show that transactions never perform worse than yield locks.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis proposed an instruction set architecture extension to support hardware transactions. With these instructions, programmers can write critical sections that normally require locks as transactions. The transactional instructions allow a process to have multiple active transactions and a transaction to explicitly add variables to or remove variables from its data set.

There are some trade-offs in using transactions over locks. Transactions avoids the problems of locks, such as deadlock, convoying, priority inversion, and reduction in parallelism. Transactions are also less prone to programmer errors. A major problem in large programs which use locks is that programmers make mistakes keeping track of which locks protect which data structures. The primary problem of transactions is livelock, which can be handled in software.

We presented a simulation framework built upon Simics that allows programmers to write, compile, and simulate programs using the transactional instructions. Using our simulation framework, we compared the performance of benchmarks using transactional instructions to conventional locking schemes. The results from our simulations show that transactional memory and yield locks have comparable performance. Benchmarks using spin locks suffered from convoying. On a single processor system, results showed that transactional memory offers no advantage over yield locks. As the number of processors increased, the advantage of transactional memory over yield locks also improves.

Additional experiments also showed that results from our simulation framework have
error rates that are higher than the percentage improvement of transactional memory over yield locks. Therefore, we cannot reliably conclude programs using our transactional instructions perform better than the same programs using yield locks. Nevertheless, our simulation framework provides a method to test the functionality and obtain an estimate of the performance of programs written with transactional instructions.
Appendix A

Source Code

A.1 Transactional Memory API

A.1.1 transactional-memory_api.h

```c
/*
Transactional Memory interface

protocol
%eax - opcode
%ebx - dest
%ecx - src
%edx - tag
*/

#ifndef _SIMICS_TRANSACTIONAL_MEMORY_API_H
#define _SIMICS_TRANSACTIONAL_MEMORY_API_H
#include "simics-magic-instruction.h"

#define OPCODERESERVE
#define OPCODERESERVEC
#define OPCODERELEASE
#define OPCODELT
#define OPCODEST
#define OPCODEBEGIN
#define OPCODECOMMIT
#define OPCODEVALIDATE

#define RESERVE(addr, tag) {
    unsigned int _result;
    unsigned int *__addr = (addr);
    unsigned int *__tag = (tag);
    asm volatile ("movl %0,%%eax; movl %1,%%ebx; movl %2,%%ecx; movl %3,%%edx": 
        "g" (OPCODE_RESERVE), "g" (_result), "g" (__addr), "g" (_tag));
    MAGICBREAKPOINT;
    result;
}

#define RESERVEC(addr, tag) {
    unsigned int __result;
    __addr = (addr);
    __tag = (tag);
    asm volatile ("movl %0,%%eax; movl %1,%%ebx; movl %2,%%ecx; movl %3,%%edx": 
        "g" (OPCODE_RESERVEC), "g" (__result), "g" (__addr), "g" (_tag));
    MAGICBREAKPOINT;
    __result;
}
```

69
void __addr = (addr);
unsigned int *__addr = (addr);
asm volatile ("movl %0,%%eax; movl %1,%%ebx; movl %2,%%ecx; movl %3,%%edx" ::
    "g" (OPCODE_RESERVED), "g" (addr), "g" (__addr), "g" (__tag):
    "eax", "ebx", "ecx", "edx");

MAGIC_BREAKPOINT;
__result;)
#define RELEASE(addr, tag) 
({
    unsigned int __result; 
    unsigned int *__addr = (addr);
    unsigned int *__tag = (tag);
    asm volatile ("movl %0,%%eax; movl %1,%%ebx; movl %2,%%ecx; movl %3,%%edx" ::
        "g" (OPCODE_RELEASE), "g" (addr), "g" (__addr), "g" (__tag):
        "eax", "ebx", "ecx", "edx");
    MAGIC_BREAKPOINT;
    __result;))
#define BEGIN(tag) 
({
    unsigned int __result; 
    unsigned int *__tag = (tag);
    asm volatile ("movl %0,%%eax; movl %1,%%ebx; movl %2,%%edx" ::
        "g" (OPCODE_BEGIN), "g" (addr), "g" (__tag):
        "eax", "ebx", "edx");
    MAGIC_BREAKPOINT;
    __result;))
#define COMMIT(tag) 
({
    unsigned int __result; 
    unsigned int *__tag = (tag);
    asm volatile ("movl %0,%%eax; movl %1,%%ebx; movl %2,%%edx" ::
        "g" (OPCODE_COMMIT), "g" (addr), "g" (__tag):
        "eax", "ebx", "edx");
    MAGIC_BREAKPOINT;
    __result;))
#define LT(addr, tag) 
({
    unsigned int __result; 
    unsigned int *__addr = (addr);
    unsigned int *__tag = (tag);
    asm volatile ("movl %0,%%eax; movl %1,%%ebx; movl %2,%%ecx; movl %3,%%edx" ::
        "g" (OPCODE_LT), "g" (addr), "g" (__addr), "g" (__tag):
        "eax", "ebx", "ecx", "edx");
    MAGIC_BREAKPOINT;
    __result;))
#define ST(addr, value, tag) 
({
    unsigned int __result; 
    unsigned int *__addr = (addr);
    unsigned int *__value = (value);
    unsigned int *__tag = (tag);
    asm volatile ("movl %0,%%eax; movl %1,%%ebx; movl %2,%%ecx; movl %3,%%edx" ::
        "g" (OPCODE_ST), "g" (addr), "g" (value), "g" (__tag):
        "eax", "ebx", "ecx", "edx");
    MAGIC_BREAKPOINT;
    __result;))
#define VALIDATE(tag) 
({
    unsigned int __result; 
    unsigned int *__tag = (tag);
    asm volatile ("movl %0,%%eax; movl %1,%%ebx; movl %2,%%ecx; movl %3,%%edx" ::
        "g" (OPCODE_VALIDATE), "g" (addr), "g" (__addr), "g" (__tag):
        "eax", "ebx", "edx");
    MAGIC_BREAKPOINT;
    __result;))
#endif
/* _SIMICS_TRANSACTIONAL_MEMORY_API_H */
A.2 Simics Transactional-Memory Module

A.2.1 transactional-memory.h

```c
#define TM_LINES 8  // number of entries in transactional memory

// possible values of a transaction tag
#define TAG_NONE 0x0
#define TAG_ACTIVE 0x1
#define TAG_COMMITTED 0x2
#define TAG_ABORTED 0x3

// transactional memory line
typedef struct {
    unsigned int valid;  // entry in use?
    unsigned int modified;  // data modified?
    physical_address_t pa;  // physical address
    physical_address_t tag_pa;  // physical address of tag
    integer_t data;
} tm_line_t;
```

A.2.2 transactional-memory.c

```c
#include "first.h"
#include <errno.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "global.h"
#include "simics-api.h"
#include "simmalloc.h"
#include "c-utils.h"
#include "transactional-memory-api.h"
#include "transactional-memory.h"

/* struct for the transactional-memory-class */
typedef struct {
    conf_object_t obj;
    timing_model_interface_t *timing_interface;
    int tm_enabled;  // enable transactional memory
    tm_line_t *tm;  // transactional memory buffer
    int num_trans;  // number of transaction slots used
} transactional_memory_object_t;

timing_model_interface_t transactional_memory_timing_interface;
static int mm_id = -1;

static void
tm_handler(const conf_object_t *obj)
{
    transactional_memory_object_t *tm_obj = (transactional_memory_object_t *)obj;

    if (!tm_obj->tm_enabled) {
        return;
    }

    processor_t *cpu = SIM_current_processor();
    int eax_no = SIM_get_register_number((conf_object_t *)cpu, "eax");
    int ebx_no = SIM_get_register_number((conf_object_t *)cpu, "ebx");
    int ecx_no = SIM_get_register_number((conf_object_t *)cpu, "ecx");
    int edx_no = SIM_get_register_number((conf_object_t *)cpu, "edx");
}
```
uinteger_t opcode = SIM_read_register((conf_object_t *)cpu, eax_no);
uinteger_t dest_la = SIM_read_register((conf_object_t *)cpu, ebx_no);
uinteger_t tag_la = SIM_read_register((conf_object_t *)cpu, edx_no);
physical_address_t dest_pa = SIM_logical_to_physical(cpu, SimDI_Data, dest_la);
physical_address_t tag_pa = SIM_logical_to_physical(cpu, SimDI_Data, tag_la);
integer_t tag_value = SIM_read_phys_memory(cpu, tag_pa, 4);

int i;
int hit;
int hit_index;
int result;
int tag_match;
logical_address_t la;
physical_address_t pa;
integer_t value;

switch (opcode) {
case OPCODE_RESERVE:
case OPCODE_RESERVEC:
    result = FALSE;
    la = SIM_read_register((conf_object_t *)cpu, ecx_no);
    pa = SIM_logical_to_physical(cpu, SimDI_Data, la);

    if (tag_value == TAG_ACTIVE) {  // check if already reserved
        hit = FALSE;
        hit_index = Oxdeadbeef;
        tag_match = FALSE;

        if (!tm_obj->num_trans != 0) {
            for (i=0; i<TMLINES; i++) {
                if ((tm_obj->tm[i].valid == TRUE) && (tm_obj->tm[i].pa == pa)) {
                    hit = TRUE;
                    hit_index = i;

                    if (tm_obj->tm[i].tag_pa == tag_pa) {
                        tag_match = TRUE;
                    }
                    break;
                }
            }
        }
    }

    if (hit == FALSE) {  // if not reserved, find empty slot and reserve
        for (i=0; i<TMLINES; i++) {
            if (!tm_obj->tm[i].valid) {
                tm_obj->tm[i].valid = TRUE;
                tm_obj->tm[i].modified = FALSE;
                tm_obj->tm[i].pa = pa;
                tm_obj->tm[i].data = SIM_read_phys_memory(cpu, pa, 4);
                tm_obj->tm[i].tag_pa = tag_pa;
                tm_obj->num_trans++;
                result = TRUE;
                break;
            }
        }
    }

    if (result == FALSE) {  // abort transaction
        SIM_printf("Warning! Transaction aborted due to lack of space\n");
        SIM_printf("Trying to reserve PA:%x tag_pa:%x\n", pa, tag_pa);
        SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, tag_pa, TAG_ABORTED, 4);
        SIM_printf("Valid modified pa tag_pa data tag_status\n");
        for (i=0; i<TMLINES; i++) {
            SIM_printf("%d %d 0x%x 0x%x %d %d\n",
                tm_obj->tm[i].valid,
                tm_obj->tm[i].modified,
                tm_obj->tm[i].pa,
                tm_obj->tm[i].tag_pa,
                tm_obj->tm[i].data,
                tm_obj->tm[i].tag_status,
            );
        }

        SIM_printf("Warning! Transaction aborted due to lack of space\n");
        SIM_printf("Trying to reserve PA:%x tag_pa:%x\n", pa, tag_pa);
        SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, tag_pa, TAG_ABORTED, 4);
        SIM_printf("Valid modified pa tag_pa data tag_status\n");
        for (i=0; i<TMLINES; i++) {
            SIM_printf("%d %d 0x%x 0x%x %d %d\n",
                tm_obj->tm[i].valid,
                tm_obj->tm[i].modified,
                tm_obj->tm[i].pa,
                tm_obj->tm[i].tag_pa,
                tm_obj->tm[i].data,
                tm_obj->tm[i].tag_status,
            );
        }
    }
}
```c
if ((hit) && (tag_match) && (opcode == OPCODE_RESERVE)) {
    // reserved by another transaction so abort the other transaction
    SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, tm_obj->tm[hit_index].tagpa, TAG_ABORTED, 4);
    tm_obj->tm[hit_index].tagpa = tagpa;
    if (tm_obj->tm[hit_index].modified) {
        tm_obj->tm[hit_index].data = SIM_read_phys_memory(cpu, pa, 4);
        tm_obj->tm[hit_index].modified = FALSE;
    }
    result = TRUE;
}

SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, dest_pa, result, 4);
break;
```

```c
case OPCODE_RELEASE:
    result = FALSE;
    la = SIM_read_register((conf_object_t *)cpu, ecx_no);
    pa = SIM_logical_to_physical(cpu, SimDI_Data, la);
    for (i=0; i<TM_LINES; i++) {
        if (((tm_obj->tm[i].valid) && (tm_obj->tm[i].pa == pa)) {
            if (tm_obj->tm[i].tagpa == tagpa) {
                result = TRUE;
                tm_obj->tm[i].valid = FALSE;
                tm_obj->num_trans--;
            }
        }
    }
    break;

case OPCODE_BEGINT:
    result = FALSE;
    if ((tag_value == TAG_NONE) || (tag_value == TAG_COMMITTED)) {
        SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, tag_pa, TAG_ACTIVE, 4);
        result = TRUE;
    } else if (tag_value == TAG_ABORTED) {
        // clear entries from aborted transaction
        for (i=0; i<TM_LINES; i++) {
            if (((tm_obj->tm[i].valid) && (tm_obj->tm[i].tagpa == tag_pa)) {
                tm_obj->tm[i].valid = FALSE;
                tm_obj->num_trans--;
            }
        }
        SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, tag_pa, TAG_ACTIVE, 4);
        result = TRUE;
    } else {
        SIM_printf("Warning! Cannot begin transaction. Transaction is already ACTIVE.\n");
    }
    SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, dest_pa, result, 4);
    break;
```

```c
case OPCODE_LT:
    la = SIM_read_register((conf_object_t *)cpu, ecx_no);
    pa = SIM_logical_to_physical(cpu, SimDI_Data, la);
```
if (tag_value == TAG_ACTIVE) {
for (i=0; i<TMLINES; i++) {
if (((tm_obj->tm[i].valid) &&
    (tm_obj->tm[i].pa == pa) &&
    (tm_obj->tm[i].tag_pa == tag_pa)) {
    SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, dest_pa, tm_obj->tm[i].data, 4);
    break;
}
}
break;
}

if (tag_value == TAG_ACTIVE) {
for (i=0; i<TMLINES; i++) {
    if (((tm_obj->tm[i].valid) &&
        (tm_obj->tm[i].pa == dest_pa) &&
        (tm_obj->tm[i].tag_pa == tag_pa)) {
        tm_obj->tm[i].data = value;
        tm_obj->tm[i].modified = TRUE;
        break;
    }
}
break;
}

case OPCODE_ST:
    value = SIM_read_register((conf_object_t *)cpu, ecx_no);
    
    if (tag_value == TAG_ACTIVE) {
for (i=0; i<TMLINES; i++) {
    if (((tm_obj->tm[i].valid) &&
        (tm_obj->tm[i].modified) &&
        (tm_obj->tm[i].tag_pa == tag_pa)) {
        SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, tm_obj->tm[i].pa, tm_obj->tm[i].data, 4);
        tm_obj->tm[i].modified = FALSE;
        result = TRUE;
        SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, tag_pa, TAG_COMMITTED, 4);
    }
}
    SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, dest_pa, result, 4);
break;

case OPCODE_COMMIT:
    result = FALSE;
    
    if (tag_value == TAG_ACTIVE) {
for (i=0; i<TMLINES; i++) {
    if (((tm_obj->tm[i].valid) &&
        (tm_obj->tm[i].modified) &&
        (tm_obj->tm[i].tag_pa == tag_pa)) {
        SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, tm_obj->tm[i].pa, tm_obj->tm[i].data, 4);
        tm_obj->tm[i].modified = FALSE;
    }
    result = TRUE;
    SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, tag_pa, TAG_COMMITTED, 4);
}
SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, dest_pa, result, 4);
break;

case OPCODE_VALIDATE:
    result = (tag_value == TAG_ACTIVE);
    SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, dest_pa, result, 4);
    break;

default:
    SIM_printf("Warning! MAGIC INSTRUCTION called with unknown opcode %x\n", opcode);
    
}

static conf_object_t *
transactional_memory_new_instance(parse_object_t *pa)
{
    transactional_memory_object_t *obj = MM_ZALLOC(1, transactional_memory_object_t);
    SIM_object_constructor((conf_object_t *)obj, pa);
    obj->timing_interface = transactional_memory_timing_interface;
    obj->tm = MM_ZALLOC(TM_LINES, tm_line_t);
    SIM_printf("Initializing transactional memory\n");
}
SIM_hap_register_callback("Core_MagicInstruction", (str_hap_func_t)tm_handler, obj);

return (conf_object_t *)obj;
}

/* This function is called once for every memory operation. */
static cycles_t
transactional_memory_operate(conf_object_t *obj, conf_object_t *space, map_list_t *map,
memory_transaction_t *mem_op)
{
transactional_memory_object_t *tm_obj = (transactional_memory_object_t *)obj;
generic_transaction_t *g = (generic_transaction_t *)mem_op;
int i;

/* We want to see future references, so make sure the STC does
not hide them from us. */
g->block_STC = 1;

if (!tm_obj->tm_enabled || (tm_obj->num_trans == 0)) {
return 0;
}

memcpy(&tm_obj, (transactional_memory_object_t *)obj);
}

// check transactional memory for possible violations
for (i=0; i<TM_LINES; i++) {
if ((tm_obj->tm[i].valid) &&
(tm_obj->tm[i].pa == g->physical_address)) {
SIM_write_phys_memory(SIM_current_processor(), tm_obj->tm[i].tag_pa, TAG_ABORTED, 4);
break;
}
}

return 0;
}

static set error_t
set_enabled_attribute(void *dont_care, conf_object_t *obj, attr_value_t *val, attr_value_t *idx)
{
transactional_memory_object_t *tm_obj = (transactional_memory_object_t *)obj;

if (val->kind != Sim_Val_Integer)

return SimSetNeedInteger;

else

return SimSetOk;
}

static attr_value_t
get_enabled_attribute(void *dont_care, conf_object_t *obj, attr_value_t *idx)
{
transactional_memory_object_t *tm_obj = (transactional_memory_object_t *)obj;
attr_value_t ret;

ret.kind = Sim_Val_Integer;
ret.u.integer = tm_obj->tm_enabled;

return ret;
}

DLL_EXPORT void
init_local(void)
{
class_data_t class_data;
conf_class_t *conf_class;

/* initialize and register the class 'transactional-memory-class' */
memset(&class_data, 0, sizeof(class_data_t));
class_data.new_instance = transactional_memory_new_instance;
class_data.description =
"The transactional-memory class emulates the transaction memory *
"instruction set extensions."

conf_class = SIM_register_class("transactional-memory", &class_data);

/* initialize and register the timing-model interface */
transactional_memory_timing_interface = MM_ZALLOC(1, timing_model_interfacet);
transactional_memory_timing_interface->operate = transactional_memory_operate;
SIM_register_interface(conf_class, "timing-model", transactional_memory_timing_interface);

/* initialize attributes */
SIM_register_attribute(conf_class, "enabled", get_enabled_attribute,
0, set_enabled_attribute, 0, Sim_Attr_Session,
"<tt>1</tt> Set to 1 to enable transactional memory, 0 to disable.");

DLL_EXPORT void
fini_local(void)
{
}

A.2.3 commands.py

from cli import *

def tm_enable_cmd(obj):
    SIM_set_attribute(obj, 'enabled', 1)
    print "Transactional Memory enabled"

new_command('enable', tm_enable_cmd,
    [],
    type = 'transactional-memory-commands',
    alias = 'tm-enable',
    namespace = 'transactional-memory',
    short = 'enable/disable transactional memory',
    doc = ""
    The <b>enable</b> command turns on transactional memory support and the
    <b>disable</b> command switches off transactional memory support."""

def tm_disable_cmd(obj):
    SIM_set_attribute(obj, 'enabled', 0)
    print "Transactional Memory disabled"

new_command('disable', tm_disable_cmd,
    [],
    type = 'transactional-memory-commands',
    alias = 'tm-disable',
    namespace = 'transactional-memory',
    short = 'disable transactional memory',
    doc_with = "<transactional-memory>.enable")

A.2.4 Makefile

MODULE_DIR = transactional-memory
MODULE_NAME = transactional-memory

MODULE_CFLAGS =
MODULE_LDFLAGS =
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A.3 Benchmarks

A.3.1 lock.h

```
#include <sched.h>

#define LOCK_LOCKED   0
#define LOCK_UNLOCKED 1

typedef volatile unsigned int lock_t;

static inline void spinlock_lock(lock_t *lock) {
    unsigned int __val = LOCK_LOCKED;
    do {
        asm volatile (
"xchg %0,%2" =r(__val), "m"(*lock));
    } while (__val != LOCK_UNLOCKED);
}

static inline void spinlock_unlock(lock_t *lock) {
    *lock = LOCK_UNLOCKED;
}

static inline void yieldlock_lock(lock_t *lock) {
    unsigned int __val = LOCK_LOCKED;
    while (1) {
        asm volatile (
"xchg %0,%2" =r(__val), "m"(*lock));
        if (__val != LOCK_UNLOCKED) {
            sched_yield();
        } else {
            break;
        }
    }
}

static inline void yieldlock_unlock(lock_t *lock) {
    *lock = LOCK_UNLOCKED;
}
```

A.3.2 Counter Benchmark (counter.c)

```
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/ipc.h>
#include <sys/shm.h>
#include <sys/sem.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>

#ifdef TM
#include "transactional-memory-api.h"
#else
#endif
```
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#include "lock.h"

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    key_t key;
    int shmid;
    int semid;
    struct shmid_ds buf;
    struct sembuf op[1];
    union semun {
        int val;
        struct shmid_ds *buf;
        unsigned short *array;
    } arg;

    int *counter;
    int success;
    int work;
    int processes;

#ifdef TM
    int status;
    int tag;
    int temp;
#endif

    #ifdef BACKOFF
        int wait;
        int backoff;
    #define BACKOFF_MIN 0x2
    #endif

    else
        key_t key2;
        int shmid2;
        lock_t *lock;
    #endif

    key = 4000;
    #ifndef TM
        key2 = 4500;
    #endif

    if (argc == 1) {
        int a;
        int b;
    #ifndef TM
        int c;
    #endif
        printf("No arguments... performing cleanup\n");
        shmid = shmget(key, sizeof(int), IPC_CREAT | 0666);
        semid = semget(key, 1, IPC_CREAT | 0666);
        a = shmat(shmid, IPC_RMID, buf);
        b = semctl(semid, 0, IPC_RMID);
    #ifndef TM
        c = shmat(shmid2, IPC_RMID, buf);
        printf("shmid:%d semid:%d shmid2:%d\n", shmid, semid, shmid2);
        printf("shmat1:%d semat1:%d shmat1:%d\n", a, b, c);
    #endif

    else
        printf("shmid:%d semid:%d\n", shmid, semid);
        printf("shmat1:%d semat1:%d\n", a, b);
    #endif
    exit(1);
} else if (argc != 3) {
    printf("Usage: %s work processes\n", argv[0]);
    exit(1);
}

work = atoi(argv[1]);
processes = atoi(argv[2]);
success = 0;
op[0].sem_num = 1;
op[0].sem_flg = 0;

#ifdef TM
tag = 0;
#endif

shmid = shmget(key, sizeof(int), IPC_CREAT | IPC_EXCL | 0666);
semid = semget(key, 1, IPC_CREAT | IPC_EXCL | 0666);
#endif
shmid2 = shmget(key2, sizeof(lock_t), IPC_CREAT | IPC_EXCL | 0666);
#endif

if (shmid != -1) {
  if ((int)(counter = (int *)shmat(shmid, NULL, 0)) == -1) {
    perror("shmat counter failed");
    exit(1);
  }
  *counter = 0;
} else {
  if ((shmid = shmget(key, sizeof(int), 0666)) == -1) {
    perror("shmat failed getting counter shmid");
    exit(1);
  }
  if ((int)(counter = (int *)shmat(shmid, NULL, 0)) == -1) {
    perror("shmat counter failed");
    exit(1);
  }
}
#endif

if (semid != -1) {
  arg.val = processes;
  if (semctl(semid, 0, SETVAL, arg) == -1) {
    perror("semctl cannot set semaphore value.\n");
    exit(1);
  } else {
    if ((semid = semget(key, 1, 0666)) == -1) {
      perror("semget failed trying to get semid");
      exit(1);
    }
  }
#endif

if (shmid2 != -1) {
  if ((int)(lock = (lock_t *)shmat(shmid2, NULL, 0)) == 1) {
    perror("shmat lock failed");
    exit(1);
  }
}
#endif

if (YIELDLOCK)
  spinlock_unlock(lock);
#else
  yieldlock_unlock(lock);
#endif
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exit(1);
}

if ((int)(lock = (lock_t *)shmat(shmid2, NULL, 0)) == -1) {
    perror("shmat lock failed");
    exit(1);
}
#endif

// wait for everyone else before starting
while (1) {  
    shmctl(shmid, IPC_STAT, &buf);
    if (buf.shm_nattch == processes) {
        break;
    }
    sleep(1);
}

while (success < work) {
#ifdef TM
    BEGIN(&tag);
    RESERVE(counter, &tag);
    ST(counter, LT(counter, &tag)+1, &tag);
    status = COMMIT(&tag);
    RELEASE(counter, &tag);
    if (status) {
        success++;
    }
#else
    while (success < work) {
#ifdef BACKOFF
        backoff = BACKOFF_MIN;
#else
        wait = random() % (0x1 << backoff);
        while (wait--);
        backoff++;
#endif
    }
#endif
    *counter = *counter + 1;
#endif
    sleep(1);
}

op[0].sem_num = 0;
op[0].sem_op = -1;
semop(semid, op, 1);

// wait for everyone else to finish
// semctl returns
// 0 - everyone is done
// >0 - still processes working
// -1 - error meaning everyone should be done and someone already
// deleted semaphore and shared memory
while (semctl(semid, 0, GETVAL) > 0) {
    sleep(1);
}
A.3.3 Consumer-Producer Benchmark (queue.c)

```c
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/ipc.h>
#include <sys/shm.h>
#include <sys/sem.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>

#ifdef TM
#include "transactional-memory-api.h"
#else
#include "lock.h"
#endif

#define QUEUESIZE 1024

typedef struct {
    int deqs;
    int enqs;
    int items[QUEUESIZE];
} queue_t;

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    key_t key;
    int shmid;
    int semid;
    struct shmid_ds buf;
    struct sembuf op[1];
    union semun {
        int val;
        struct semid_ds *buf;
        unsigned short *array;
    } arg;
    queue_t *q;
    int result;
    int state;
    int work;
    int processes;
    int success;

    #ifdef TM
    int status;
    int tag;
    int head;
    int tail;
    int temp;
    void *ptr;
    #ifdef BACKOFF
    int wait;
    int backoff;
    #define BACKOFF_MIN 0x2
    #endif
    #endif
    return 0;
}
```
```c
#define TM

else
    key_t key2;
    int shmid2;
    lock_t *lock;
#endif

key = S000;
#ifdef TM
    key2 = 5500;
#endif

if (argc == 1) {
    int a;
    int b;
    #ifdef TM
        int c;
        #endif
        printf("No arguments... performing cleanup\n");
        shmid = shmget(key, sizeof(queue_t), IPC_CREAT | 0666);
        semid = semget(key, 1, IPC_CREAT | 0666);
        a = shmat(shmid, IPC_RMID, &buf);
        b = semctl(semid, 0, IPC_RMID);
    #ifdef TM
        shmid2 = shmget(key2, sizeof(lock_t), IPC_CREAT | 0666);
        c = shmat(shmid2, IPC_RMID, &buf);
        printf("shmid:%d semid:%d shmid2:%d\n", shmid, semid, shmid2);
        printf("shmat:%d semctl:%d shmat:%d\n", a, b, c);
    #else
        printf("shmid:%d semid:%d\n", shmid, semid);
        printf("shmat:%d semctl:%d\n", a, b);
    #endif
    exit(1);
} else if (argc != 4) {
    printf("Usage: %s produce|consume work processes \n", argv[0]);
    exit(1);
}

state = atoi(argv[1]);
work = atoi(argv[2]);
processes = atoi(argv[3]);
success = 0;
op[0].sem_num = 1;
op[0].sem_flg = 0;

#ifdef TM
    tag = 0;
#endif

shmid = shmget(key, sizeof(queue_t), IPC_CREAT | IPC_EXCL | 0666);
semid = semget(key, 1, IPC_CREAT | IPC_EXCL | 0666);
#ifdef TM
    shmid2 = shmget(key2, sizeof(lock_t), IPC_CREAT | IPC_EXCL | 0666);
#endif

if (shmid != -1) {
    if ((int)*q = (queue_t *)shmat(shmid, NULL, 0)) == -1) {
        perror("shmat q failed");
        exit(1);
    }
    q->enqs = 0;
    q->deqs = 0;
} else {
    if ((shmid = shmget(key, sizeof(int), 0666)) == -1) {
        perror("shmat failed getting q shmid");
        exit(1);
    }
}
```
if ((int)(q = (queue_t *)shmat(shmid, NULL, 0)) == -1) {
    perror("shmat q failed");
    exit(1);
}

#ifdef TM
    // Simics hack
    // reference q so that we don’t get a Simics translation error
    // expects q to be page aligned address with page size of 4kb (2^12)
    for (ptr=q; (unsigned int)ptr<(unsigned int)q+sizeof(queue_t); ptr+=1<<12) {
        temp = *((unsigned int*)ptr);
    }
#endif

if (semid != -1) {
    arg.val = processes;
    if (semctl(semid, 0, SETVAL, arg) == -1) {
        perror("semctl cannot set semaphore value.");
        exit(1);
    } else {
        if (semid = semget(key, 1, 0666)) == -1) {
            perror("semget failed trying to get semid");
            exit(1);
        }
    }

#ifdef TM
    if (shmid2 != -1) {
        if ((int)(lock = (lock_t *)shmat(shmid2, NULL, 0)) == -1) {
            perror("shmat lock failed");
            exit(1);
        }
    }
#endif

#ifndef YIELDLOCK
    spinlock_unlock(lock);
#else
    yieldlock_unlock(lock);
#endif

else {
    if (shmid2 = shmget(key2, sizeof(lock_t), 0666)) == -1) {
        perror("shmget failed trying to get lock shmid");
        exit(1);
    }
    if ((int)(lock = (lock_t *)shmat(shmid2, NULL, 0)) == -1) {
        perror("shmat: shmat failed");
        exit(1);
    }
}

// wait for everyone else before starting
while (1) {
    shmctl(shmid, IPC_STAT, &buf);
    if (buf.shm_natts == processes) {
        break;
    }
    sleep(1);
}

if (state == 0) { // producer
    while (success < work) {
#ifdef TM
        BEGIN(&tag);
        RESERVE(&(q->enqs), &tag);
#endif
        success += q->enqueue(q, &tag);
        if (success == work) {
            // producer
            BEGIN(&tag);
            break;
        }
    }
#endif
RESERVE(&(q->deqs), &tag);
tail = LT(&(q->enqs), &tag);
head = LT(&(q->deqs), &tag);

if ((tail+1)%QUEUE_SIZE != head%QUEUE_SIZE) {
    RESERVE(&(q->items[tail%QUEUE_SIZE]), &tag);
    ST(&(q->items[tail%QUEUE_SIZE]), tail, &tag);
    ST(&(q->enqs), tail+1, &tag);
}

status = COMMIT(&tag);
RELEASE(&(q->enqs), &tag);
RELEASE(&(q->deqs), &tag);
RELEASE(&(q->items[tail%QUEUE_SIZE]), &tag);

if (status && ((tail+1)%QUEUE_SIZE != head%QUEUE_SIZE)) {
    success++;
    #ifdef BACKOFF
    backoff = BACKOFF_MIN;
    #endif
    #ifdef BACKOFF
    else {
        wait = random() % (0x1 << backoff);
        while (wait--);
        backoff++;
    }
    #endif
    #else
    #ifndef YIELDLOCK
    spinlock_lock(lock);
    #else
    yieldlock_lock(lock);
    #endif
    if ((q->enqs + 1) % QUEUE_SIZE != q->deqs % QUEUE_SIZE) {
        q->items[q->enqs % QUEUE_SIZE] = q->enqs;
        q->enqs++;
        success++;
    }
    #ifndef YIELDLOCK
    spinlock_unlock(lock);
    #else
    yieldlock_unlock(lock);
    #endif
    #endif
    #else if (state == 1) { // consumer
    while (success < work) {
    #ifdef TM
    BEGIN(&tag);
    RESERVE(&(q->enqs), &tag);
    RESERVE(&(q->deqs), &tag);
    tail = LT(&(q->enqs), &tag);
    head = LT(&(q->deqs), &tag);

    if (head != tail) {
        RESERVE(&(q->items[head%QUEUE_SIZE]), &tag);
        result = LT(&(q->items[head%QUEUE_SIZE]), &tag);
        ST(&(q->deqs), head+1, &tag);
    }
    status = COMMIT(&tag);
    RELEASE(&(q->enqs), &tag);
    RELEASE(&(q->deqs), &tag);
    RELEASE(&(q->items[head%QUEUE_SIZE]), &tag);
    #endif
}
if (status && (head != tail)) {
    success++;
#ifdef BACKOFF
    backoff = BACKOFF_MIN;
#endif
#ifdef BACKOFF
    else {
        wait = random() % (0x1 << backoff);
        while (wait--);
        backoff++;
    }
#endif
#else
#endif YIELDLOCK
    spinlock_lock(lock);
#else
    yieldlock_lock(lock);
#endif
if (q->enqs != q->deqs) {
    result = q->items[q->deqs % QUEUE_SIZE];
    q->deqs++;
    success++;
#ifndef YIELDLOCK
    spinlock_unlock(lock);
#else
    yieldlock_unlock(lock);
#endif
    }
}
}
op[0].sem_num = 0;
op[0].sem_op = -1;
semop(semid, op, 1);
// wait for everyone else to finish
/*
 * if positive, then ppl still in critical section
 * if 0, then no one
 * if -1, error someone already deleted the semaphore and shared block
 */
while (semctl(semid, 0, GETVAL) > 0) {
    sleep(1);
}
shmctl(shmid, IPC_RMID, &buf);
shmctl(semid, 0, IPC_RMID);
#endif TM
shmctl(shmid2, IPC_RMID, &buf);
#endif
return 0;
Appendix B

Simics with Transactional-Memory Module Guide

This is a guide to using Simics with the transactional-memory module. We briefly describe how to setup Simics with the transactional-memory module, write programs using transactional memory instructions, and modify the transactional memory module to simulate new instructions. More details about Simics can be found in the user guide included with the Simics distribution.

B.1 Simics Installation

An academic user can obtain a free personal license and copy of Virtutech Simics from http://www.simics.net. The academic license allows one user to run Simics on one machine and is renewable on a yearly basis. The transactional memory module used in this thesis runs only with the x86 target and was tested only on Linux/x86 hosts. We recommend the user to obtain a Simics license with host Linux/x86 and target Simics/x86. For the remainder of this guide, we assume this target-host combination.

Virtutech usually approves and emails the user an academic license in a few business days. Instructions on downloading, installing, and getting started with Simics are also included in the email. We use the directory [simics] to refer to where Simics is installed.

After installing Simics, the user needs to download disk dumps from the Simics web-
site. Experiments in this thesis used the Redhat 7.3 Linux enterprise-rh73.craff and Redhat 6.2 Linux hippie3-rh62.craff disk dumps. Place the disk dumps in the [simics]/import/x86 directory.

B.2 Transactional-Memory Module Installation

We use [path] to refer to the directory where the required files are residing.

Copy transactional-memory_api.h to the Simics header files directory.

cd [simics]/x86-linux/obj/include
cp [path]/transactional-memory_api.h.

Create a subdirectory for the transactional-memory module and place the files there.

cd [simics]/src/extensions
mkdir transactional-memory
cd transactional-memory
cp [path]/transactional-memory.h.

Add the transactional-memory module to the build list by adding the following line to the file [simics]/config/modules.list-local:

transactional-memory | BIT2 | x86

Setup the build environment and compile the transactional-memory module.

cd [simics]/x86-linux
../../../../configure -q
cd [simics]/x86-linux/lib
gmake transactional-memory

B.3 Virtual Machine Configuration

The Simics distribution provides machine configurations in the directory [simics]/home. The virtual machines used in this thesis are based on the supplied Enterprise configurations.

In the configuration file, we must attach the transactional-memory module to the physical memory of each processor in the system. We can also change machine parameters
@num_processors = 2
@clock_freq_mhz = 500
@memory_megs = 256

@def user_config():
    global conf_list
    conf_list += [OBJECT("tm", "transactional-memory")]
    set_attribute(conf_list, "phys_mem0", "timing_model", "tm")
    set_attribute(conf_list, "phys_mem1", "timing_model", "tm")

run-command-file enterprise-common.simics

Figure B-1: Simics dual processor machine configuration.

such as number of processors, processor frequency, and memory in the system. Figure B-1
shows the configuration file dosx.simics that was used to create the Simics dual pro-
cessor machine.

To start Simics with the dual processor machine configuration and the x86-p3 proces-
sor model, type at the command prompt:

cd [simics]/home/enterprise
./simics x86-p3 -x dosx.simics

    The default behavior of the transactional-memory module is not to simulate transac-
tional instructions. Simulating transactional instructions reduces the performance of Sim-
ics because the module must check for possible transaction conflicts on every memory
reference. To enable transactional memory simulation, type tm-enable at the Simics
prompt:
    simics> tm-enable

B.4 Programming with Transactional Instructions

A C program must include the file transactional-memory.api.h in order to use
the transactional instructions.

#include "transactional-memory.api.h"
```c
#define OP_ADD 0xDEADBEEF
#define ADD(a, b) \
{
    unsigned int __c;
    unsigned int *__a = (a); \
    unsigned int *__b = (b);
    asm volatile ("movl %0,%%eax" : "g" (OP_ADD) : "eax"); \
    asm volatile ("movl %0,%%ebx" : "g" (&__c) : "ebx"); \
    asm volatile ("movl %0,%%ecx" : "g" (__a) : "ecx"); \
    asm volatile ("movl %0,%%edx" : "g" (__b) : "edx"); \
    MAGIC_BREAKPOINT; \
    __c;
}
```

Figure B-2: ADD macro.

A program with transactional instructions can be compiled with gcc like any other C program.

## B.5 Modeling New Instructions

In this section, we demonstrate how to create and simulate a new instruction.

In this example, we model a new instruction that performs a memory-to-memory add. The macro `ADD(a, b)` adds the value at memory location `a` to the value at memory location `b` and returns the result.

First, we write the `ADD` macro in `transactional-memory_api.h` (Figure B-2). Find an unused opcode. Use assembly code to put the source and destination operands in the appropriate registers. In this example, we put the opcode in `%eax`, the address to put the result `c` in `%ebx`, `a` in `%ecx`, and `b` in `%edx`. Call the magic instruction and return the result.

The second step is to modify the transactional-memory module to simulate the `ADD` macro (Figure B-3). The function `tm-handler` in `transactional-memory.c` is called when Simics encounters the magic instruction. Add a case statement for the `ADD` macro. Read the logical addresses of the operands and destination from `%ebx`, `%ecx`,
case OP_ADD:
    c_la = SIM_read_register(cpu, ebx_no);
    a_la = SIM_read_register(cpu, ecx_no);
    b_la = SIM_read_register(cpu, edx_no);
    c_pa = SIM_logical_to_physical(cpu, Sim_DI_Data, c_la);
    a_pa = SIM_logical_to_physical(cpu, Sim_DI_Data, a_la);
    b_pa = SIM_logical_to_physical(cpu, Sim_DI_Data, b_la);
    a = SIM_read_phys_memory(cpu, a_pa, 4);
    b = SIM_read_phys_memory(cpu, b_pa, 4);
    SIM_write_phys_memory(cpu, c_la, a+b, 4);
    break;

Figure B-3: Code to simulate ADD macro.

and %edx. Translate the logical addresses to physical addresses. Read the source values, perform the add operation, and store the result.

Finally, write, compile, and simulate a program that uses the new ADD instruction (Figure B-4).
```c
#include <stdio.h>
#include "transactional-memory_api.h"

void main() {
    int a = 2;
    int b = 3;
    c = ADD(&a, &b);

    printf("The result of c is %d.\n", c);
}
```

Figure B-4: Sample program using ADD macro.
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